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Woodwork for Inventor is furniture design software that is fully integrated into Autodesk 

Inventor. These two software packages combined make a great 3D woodworking design 

tool for furniture designers. It doesn’t matter if you are making kitchen furniture, 

cupboards or any other cabinetry,  Woodwork for Inventor will help you by automating 

processes (routine tasks to start the preparation of manufacturing processes), thereby 

removing potential errors. Using our woodworking software, designers have more time for 

creativity, enabling them to work more efficiently and accurately. Woodwork for Inventor 

software is available in English, French, German, Russian, Polish, Spanish and Italian 

 



 

 

SKELETON DRESS UP 

Companies 

The set of Dress Up features contains commands which, based on 

the volume of the furniture item’s shape, enable convenient and 

quick creation of boards. In order for the command to create the 

board body automatically, you simply need to indicate the surface 

of the selected volume, the thickness of the board and its position 

with respect to the surface. This is an easy way to create different 

shelves by indicating the body of the board that has already been 

created and by specifying the thickness of the board and the shelf 

offset distance. 

MATERIAL ASSIGNMENT 

Woodwork for Inventor adds an extra feature to the Autodesk 

Inventor software which allows the user to easily and visually 

assign furniture materials (Solid wood, Board, Laminated 

board, Multilayer board, Desktop, Veneer/film, Edge banding, 

Paint) to partsusing the data base which can be freely added to by 

the user. 

Depending on the material assigned, different methods of 

material calculation as well as their visualization in reports are 

used. In this way, a board is calculated in sq. meters, profile is 

MULTIPLICATION ARRANGEMENT OF 
FURNITURE HARDWARE 

Woodwork for Inventor uses its own method of components 

arrangement which utilizes the design connections (iMate) pre-

existing in the assembly elements. The designer simply needs to 

specify which load-bearing geometric elements a specified 

component needs to be attached to and it will automatically be 

multiplied in all possible position combinations based on the 

specified load-bearing geometric element. As compared to 

standard Autodesk Inventor mechanisms, this ensures a much 

faster arrangement of fittings in a piece of furniture.   

GENERATION OF MORTISES AND TENONS 

Woodwork for Inventor allows you to automatically generate 

edge bodies based on the assigned edge banding material with a 

single click of a button and to recalculate the dimensions of the 

part model accordingly.  

Woodwork for Inventor analyses the position of a component in 

respect of parts and executes the automatic cutting of mortises 

and tenons in parts by a single command. Since a joining 

component brings in its form any adjustment transfers to the 

parts, this helps to ensure the synchronicity of mortises and 

tenons in all joining parts. 

FEATURES 



 

 

IBOX  COMPONENTS 

Companies 

The user can create a library of his items (iBox components). When 

creating an interior design, the designer first creates a conceptual 

model which is expressed as a primitive set of volumes, a concept.  

Once the concept has been created and inserted into the 

assembly, the designer, while inserting the iBox component, can 

indicate a primitive concept volume. The result: the iBox 

component and its size are automatically synchronized based on 

the indicated concept volume.  

SIZE CALCULATIONS OF PARTS AND BLANK 

Woodwork for Inventor expands the range of Autodesk Inventor 

design capabilities by adding a feature which can really come in 

handy for furniture makers. The designer, using the materials 

assignment command of Woodwork for Inventor, can easily 

assign the main material to an Autodesk Inventor part from which 

the part will be cut, and place coatings for the surfaces of the part 

which are necessary to realize the furniture construction. This 

method allows for full specification of furniture parts and takes 

unnecessary work out of the design process. 

NESTING AND EXPORT TO CUTTING 

Woodwork for Inventor CAM module has an additional feature 

which allows creating CNC programs used to cut out parts from a 

single workpiece sheet. The user can open the designed product 

and automatically create CNC technologies for each individual 

part. The technologies created will take into account the edge 

banding and pattern direction of the part. Then, the CNC 

technologies can be automatically selected and transferred to the 

cutting scheme design environment. Here, the user will be 

provided with a preliminary layout of CNC technologies (parts) 

SPECIFICATION GENERATOR - BILL OF 
MATERIALS (BOM) 

Woodwork for Inventor uses its own specification generator 

which allows for automatic generation of information required 

for furniture production based on the designed 3D furniture 

model (e. g. product structure, summary of materials and 

purchased components, cutting list, general list of parts, etc.). 

The specification can be easily changed and adjusted to the 

company needs. It is simply enough to change the content of the 

specification template which is saved in MS Excel file format. 

FEATURES 



 

 

AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF DRAWINGS 

FEATURES 

Companies 

Woodwork for Inventor allows for automated generation of 

product drawing bundles by a single command. The user can open 

any of their designed products and generate a chosen drawing 

bundle. These may include production drawings or documents for 

printing labels, etc. For a wooden item, these drawings may 

contain such important production information as the product’s 

dimensions, edge-banding, grain direction, generated hole 

coordinate tables. Hole annotations can be derived and hole 

center marks can be placed. All the entries identifying materials 

can be generated taking into account changes to materials set 

PROTOTYPE AND ASSEMBLY COPYING 

Woodwork for Inventor allows you to make an independent copy 

of any existing furniture model thus the designer is able to quickly 

design similar furniture of the same concept having different 

configurations and dimensions. 

The copying process allows you to rename files and retain links 

between components in the way they are arranged in the 

prototype model. The designer then simply needs to change 

certain model parameters and create a new specification. All 

related model drawings will also be copied and reflect the copied 

furniture. 

AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF CNC 

Woodwork for Inventor CAM module which has received positive 

reviews from users now offers a new feature – automatic 

technology generator. The user can now open the assembly of the 

created furniture item and, with the click of a button, generate all 

CNC programs required to process the parts of the given 

assembly. Moreover, you can adjust the CAM module parameters 

which have an impact on the content of the automatically 

generated technology and the sequence of operations. There also 

remains an option of generating CNC technologies manually and, 

regardless of the method of generation, these CNC technologies 

DATA INTEGRATION WITH AUTODESK VAULT 

Woodwork for Inventor provides an option of integrating 

generated information with the Autodesk Vault Professional 

product data management system. Proper configuration of the 

Woodwork for Inventor and Autodesk Vault Professional software 

allows you to automatically transfer such component parameters 

as part or workpiece dimensions, material or color codes which 

have been assigned while working with the Woodwork for 

Inventor program, etc. In principle, you can set up the systems so 

that any parameter generated in the Woodwork for Inventor 

program may be transferred as an additional component 

property to the Autodesk Vault Professional data tab. 


